
CENTRE OF CONTEMPORARY ART IN TORUN, POLAND

CoCA Torun originated within a programme “Sign of Times” started by the Ministry of Culture / National Office 

of Cultural Assets and supported by the national and EU funds. Its uniqueness lies in the fact that it is the 

first centre built in Poland since 1939 planned specifically for promoting visual arts and other contemporary 

forms of expression. It is situated in a historical city, protected by UNESCO as part of the Cultural Heritage of 

Humanity, famous not only for its marvellous and authentic Gothic architecture but above all for being the 

birthplace of Nicolaus Copernicus, who lends his name to its great university. For a city that just turned 777 

years old the Centre of Contemporary Art represents future prospects and welcomes a predominantly young 

public as well as numerous tourists. 

CoCA’s activity is focused on visual arts in the plurality of its forms: thematic exhibitions are hosted in three 

main exhibition rooms, comprising 4,000 square metres in total, including an area in the form of an 

amphitheatre situated on the ground floor dedicated to performative or smaller-scale exhibitive projects. Its 

annual program is enriched by festivals dedicated to electronic and experimental music, new media and 

graphic design, as well as numerous activities centred around cinema or experimental “Studio + Kitchen” 

space which hosts lectures, panels, screenings, workshops and variety of educational activities for families, 

schools and elderly public. The reading room makes available not only books and international magazines 

but also facilities for online research, while in the bookshop can be found all relevant Polish art magazines 

and large selection of international books on history and theory of art, architecture, design and fashion. 

Exhibitions are accompanied by catalogues and books edited by CoCA, which also a publisher of “Artluk” 

magazine for contemporary art. 
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CoCA TORUN - PROGRAM 2011/2014
PREMISES > With its activity Contemporary Art Centre “Signs of the Times” in Torun is profiling itself like an 

institution that puts emphasis on concepts of “being contemporary” and “being international”. It’s 

interdisciplinary character and it’s openness towards most innovative and “cutting edge” researches in 

variety of expressive media guarantees it’s active and dynamic role within regional and national cultural 

context, and underlines it’s strong potential in a dialogue with other contemporary art institutions operating 

world-wide.

PROGRAMMATIC GUIDELINES > First regards exhibitive activity which has to be of high level, 

internationally oriented and interdisciplinary, innovative in terms of presentation and coherent in terms of 

conceptual structure and the second guideline is determined by the fact that CoCA shouldn’t function only a 

space for temporary exhibitions, but also as a museum whose purpose is to hold, preserve, amplify and 

promote it’s collection. 

2011 HIGHLIGHTS > The opening exhibition of the new programme for 2011/14, curated by artistic director 

Dobrila Denegri, was “Spaceship Earth” – a show dedicated to the dialogue between arts and science – 

which presented some of the most internationally renown artists and architects: Acconci Studio, Massimo 

Bartolini, Gianni Colombo, Olafur Eliasson, Ernesto Neto, Lucy + Jorge Orta, Diller Scofidio + Renfro, 

Victoria Vesna as well as some young and upcoming: Micol Assaël, Loris Cecchini, Xárene Eskandar, Alicja 

Kwade, Jarosław Kozakiewicz, Christiane Löhr, Katarina Löfström, Jakub Nepraš, Christopher o’Leary & 

Casey Alt, Tobias Putrih, Martin Rille, Simon Thorogood, Nikola Uzunovski, Johannes Vogl, and also those 

historically relevant artists whose pioneering work still has to gain more international recognition, like 

Vladimir Bonačić, Piotr Kowalski and Aleksandar Srnec. 

“Spaceship Earth”, installation view 
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“Spaceship Earth” is a first in the series of 4 thematic exhibitions which should mark a quadrennial program 

underlining the concept of art as open field of experimentation in total linguistic pluralism. This exhibition was 

co-notated thematically by the idea of inter-disciplinarily and dialogue between artistic and scientific visions, 

taking stance from one of most forward-thinking protagonists of XX century, Richard Buckminster Fuller and 

generally from the positivistic attitude of the ‘60s when technological progress started to speed up. 

In 2012 will be realised a second exhibition of this cycles, examining the relationship between visual and 

performative arts, with the focus on the ‘70s and on some of the pioneering figures of performance and body-

art but also presenting most daring and experimental current tendencies in the performance which still 

represents an artistic form that emphasises temporary, ephemeral and mutable aspects of art and of life.

Within the quadrennial program of CoCA each year should be realised personal exhibition of an artist who 

have achieved already international recognition and who will realize a work site-specifically for the occasion. 

This series of exhibitions has been initiated with Italian artist Massimo Bartolini who realised the project 

“Serce na dloni” (“The Heart in the Hand”). 

In this exhibition, like in the imaginary journey, artist leads the public through two parallel stories about the 

heart that wonders. First was written in 1913 by Osvaldo Licini, one of the most intriguing figures of modern 

Italian art, associated with avant-garde movements like Futurism and Surrealism, and second by anonymous 

Polish poet in antique times, but they are both very strong metaphors about wondering, losing, dispersing, as 

well as about the act of giving and sharing. With this powerful and universal symbolic elements Bartolini 

creates extremely suggestive installation using sound and light and induce spectator to reflect upon the 

value of endowment. Even more, this piece induce to think about the value of art and of an artwork itself, 

which also can be considered as an offer, an invitation to reveal and share ideas, visions, notions, emotions, 

and generally all those categories that go beyond material realm. 

In the upcoming years will be involved Thomas Bayrle, Ernesto Neto and Alfredo Jaar in this series of shows. 

“Massimo Bartolini / Serce na dloni”, installation view
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FOCUS POLAND PROJECT
Inaugurated in 2008 the Centre of Contemporary Art in Torun can be considered as fairly “young” institution 

which is still in the process of defining of its institutional profile. Project “Focus Poland” has been conceived 

as one of the main axis around which this profile should be shaped. It would like to position CoCA as cultural 

platform able to establish dialogue with the local context, which is not only charged with valuable cultural 

tradition but is also important University centre, and at the same time it would like to respond to the 

challenge of a newly established institution that has potential to take part in wider national and international 

discourse. 

“Focus Poland” is a project that should shape structurally the identity of the institution as a space of 

production and diffusion of knowledge, and therefore not only it should provide content for the exhibitive 

venues, but moreover it should serve the community of art professionals and scholars, students and 

researchers, as well as artists and even broader public. This project consists in few interlinked levels among 

which the initial one will be establishing of a data-base and research centre dedicated to Polish artists of 

younger generation or to those who still haven’t had larger international recognition. 

This will constitute also a point of departure for the research activity of a group of international curators 

invited to realise an exhibition with an artist (or artists) of Polish origin within the exhibitive space of CoCA. 

These exhibitive events will enable involved artists to produce a new work especially conceived for this 

project and it will also remain in CoCA, enriching its collection. 

“Focus Poland” aims to promote the idea of discursive museum which articulates its activity not only through 

program of exhibitions but also through a series of other initiatives, including collecting and storing of 

information about activity of artists of Polish origin, as well as encounters and lectures by involved curators 

and their involvement in promotional activity of this institution and of Polish art beyond the national borders. 
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FOCUS POLAND 2011

- “to” personal exhibition by Marzena Nowak, curated by Rainer Fuchs - 

“Focus Poland” project has been inaugurated with the exhibition curated by Rainer Fuchs, chief curator and 

vice director of MUMOK – Museum of Modern Art, Collection Ludwig in Vienna, as well as connoisseur of 

Polish art who presented one of the most promising emerging artists: Marzena Nowak. 

The exhibition entitled “to” consisted of newly produced as well as of already existing works realised in 

variety of media (painting, sculpture, video, photography and sound) coherently and rigorously presented in 

the huge exhibitive rooms of CoCA. 

Exhibition is accompanied by the catalogue especially published for this occasion, with textual contributions 

by: Manuela Ammer, Chus Martinez, Rainer Fuchs and introductory note by Dobrila Denegri. 

Following one of the important guidelines of the initiative “Focus Poland” which consists in further 

internationalization of Polish art and presentation of its artists beyond national borders, Marzena Nowak’s 

works will be included in two important exhibitions in MUMOK in the period 2012/13.

Seven guest curators working in the relevant European institutions for contemporary art should be involved 

in the realisation of the project in the period 2011/14: 

Rainer Fuchs, chief curator, MUMOK – Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig, Vienna, Austria

Luca Massimo Barbero, curator Guggenheim Museum, Venice, Italy

Chiara Parisi, director, Centre international d’art et du paysage de l’île de Vassivière, France

Ruxandra Balaci, artistic director, MNAC – National Museum of Contemporary Art, Bucharest, Romania

Joa Ljungberg, curator, Moderna Museet, Malmö, Sweden 

Igor Spanjol, curator, Museum of Contemporary Art, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Ninfa Bisbe, director, Fundación La Caixa, Barcelona, Spain 
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EXHIBITIVE PROGRAM ‒ 2012 /general outline/
THEATRE OF LIFE: ONE AND MANY ACTIONS   

- thematic group exhibition, involving about 30 Polish and international artists - 

After “Spaceship Earth: art & science in a dialogue” and within the series of exhibitions dedicated to the 

affirmation of plurality of artistic languages, should be realised in 2012 exhibition with a working title “Theatre 

of Life: One and Many Actions”. This exhibition should be dedicated to artistic practices that expanded the 

field of art, merging it with performance, theatre, dance and experimental music. It should highlight those 

practices that not only blew boundaries between mentioned disciplines, but most of all they challenged social 

conventions in search for alternative models of art and life, announcing and propelling liberatory energies 

that shook the world in the late ‘60s. Fluxus, performance, body art and all those tendencies that put the 

focus on the action and on the body (of the artist) as the subject and the object of an artwork should be a 

point of departure for the exhibition which aims to explore ways in which younger generations are addressing 

the same topics. Anarchic, freeing and even heroic gestures of the art of ‘60s and ‘70s, it’s theatricality and 

subversiveness still echoes in the practices of the younger generations, even though the emphasis today 

seems to be more on repetition than on uniqueness, as well as on the re-enactment as the strategy for 

expressing the new. 

Why redo? Why re-perform? What are the motivations that drives artists, especially those of the younger 

generations, to re-visit works/actions done decades ago? This would be the one, but not the only focal point 

of the exhibition. Another would explore dichotomies action/inactivity; motion/stillness, presence/absence. 

Silence, slowness, minimal gestures are common features recognizable in the works of younger performers, 

and this show would like to investigate how reduced expressive language is capable of producing intense 

and involving artistic statements. 

Departing from some of the topical works by Yoko Ono, Yayoi Kusama, Marina Abramovic, Natalia LL and 

other artists of same generation, this show should be like a voyage through the multiplicity of “bodyscapes”, 

which might be static or in motion, live or on film. 

              
THE FOURTH STATE OF WATER : FROM MICRO TO MACRO   
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- thematic group exhibition, involving about 20 Polish and international artists, curated by Victoria Vesna, 

media artist and professor at UCLA (LA) and Parsons New School (NY) - 

Victoria Vesna is known as one of the most cutting-edge media artists, committed to experimental and 

innovative practices which seek for the enlargement of the boundaries of art through the dialogue with 

science and advanced technologies. She is collaborating actively with nanoscience pioneer James 

Gimzewski, with whom she also established Art & Science Centre within UCLA campus in LA. 

Victoria’s artistic work as well as her theoretical background and vast teaching experience were motivations 

to invite her to curate a project that will bring to CoCA Torun some of the most advanced and experimental 

artistic practices, but not only. The project curated by Victoria Vesna will be first and foremost an exciting 

collaborative experience, based on the exchange and dialogue through the creation of a social network that 

will involve artists, scientists, curators and theoreticians, journalists and other interested intellectuals. This 

project will be developed around a theme of water – understood not only through the multiplicity of its 

symbolical and metaphorical meanings but also as one of the life and energy sources which today demands 

a serious political and social discussion. 

According to Victoria’s proposal “this project considers the idea of the fourth state of water as a shift in 

perspective and a new way of thinking with this molecule being the ultimate reflection of our emerging global 

consciousness. Just as the discovery of the buckminsterfullerene changed our perception of matter and life 

while ushering in the age of nanotechnology, the idea of a fourth state of water, changes our way of thinking 

of life and could have major implications in the sciences from nanotechnology to neuroscience to the 

extraterrestrial search for life. Similarly, plasma is sometimes called the “fourth state of matter” going beyond 

what we are used to on earth – solid, liquid, gas… During the last century many scientists have tried to bring 

to the forefront the existence of a dynamic plasmatic energy existing within living organisms and water with 

not much success. With the current scientific advances, some of these ideas by experimenters who showed 

water as a carrier of an energetic force of a cosmic-biological phenomenon are resurfacing. The exhibition is 

based on taking these far out ideas of water as a way to enter into a productive dialogue between artists and 

scientists.” Involved artists will be or strongly connected or coming from areas of big river deltas and water 

ports all over the globe. 

  
Mana Salehi “Mother Cell”, 2010, video still / Gil Kuno “Haze”, 2010, projection

Within cycles of exhibitions “360° COLLECTING”
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Highlights of UNICREDIT Contemporary Art Collection 

- thematic group exhibition, involving international artists - 

How a collection can become a subject for the thematic exhibition? How it can be perceived by the outside 

gaze? How it can be interpreted and re-managed? How it cam become a paradigm? 

Each collection contains infinite variety of inner narratives and for the collector can be real challenge to 

discover some of them and share them with different audiences. For this reason within four-years exhibitive 

activity of the Centre of Contemporary Art in Torun have been shown some of the most renown collections of 

contemporary art. In each of this exhibitions the effort was to present not only the works in the collection but 

different ideas and motivations that lay behind the willingness to gather, assembly, save and store works of 

art – in one word to collect.

For a young institution as CoCA in Torun, to collect is not only one of the main programmatic guidelines, it is 

also a task to increase awareness of the local community of the different aspects of collecting and multitude 

of intrinsic values it may have and represent. Till now three different models of collection have been 

presented: firstly were presented some of the most engaging works from the Thyssen-Bornemisza 

Contemporary Art Foundation (T-B A21) collection, than some of the highlights from Daros Latinamerica 

Collection and finally the selection of East-European artists from the collection of the M HKA - Museum of 

Contemporary Art in Antwerp. 

In order to capture and understand the essence of collecting CoCA Torun would be interested in presenting 

some of the highlights of UNICREDIT Art Collection – a collection of contemporary art whose building and 

creation strongly co-notated corporate identity and cultural profile of the group. Since this Group had courage 

not only to link its profile with the world of contemporary art, but also to invest in artistic projects conceived by 

younger artists, we would be interested to dedicate an exhibition to this aspects of this large and 

extraordinary collection. 

“Melancholy of Resistance / M HKA collection”, installation view

THOMAS BAYRLE: SUPERSTRUCTURES 
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- personal exhibition to be realised as a special site-specific project - 

Thomas Bayrle (born in 1937, living and working in Frankfurt am Main, Germany) can be considered as one 

of the most significant German artists, a representative of a European critical response to the American Pop-

Art, similarly as his famous compatriots Sigmar Polke or Gerhard Richter. 

Since mid ‘60s he has been creating manually and through the use of the modest means such as drawing 

and collage, complex visual and graphic patterns denominated “Superstructures”: images of strong, almost 

hypnotic and dizzying visual impact which he constructed through the process of obsessive repetition of 

motives taken from the popular and commercial visual vocabulary. Very involving and seductive, on the 

closer look his works not only reveal strong sense of humour, but also deep involvement in political and 

social problematic. As witness of frenetic post-war economic boom of the West, of absurdness of the Cold 

and Vietnam War, or of bitter disillusion with leftist ideologies, since the mid ‘60s till today Bayrle has been 

depicting the contemporary world underlining its most common, and at the same time, its most insane 

features: overproduction, overconsumption, overpollution, overpopulation, overexploitation… 

These hypertrophic processes, which continue to accelerate day after day, echo through the mesmerizing 

patterns which Thomas Bayrle creates superposing bodies and machines, organic and artificial landscapes 

with amazing graphic ability. Be it drawings, prints, wall-papers, clothes, sculptures or all of this installed 

together, his works are like the essence of the spirit of our times: they accurately depict seductive and 

destructive power of our capitalistic civilisation. 

Before becoming an artist, Thomas Bayrle was a worker in the textile industry and later he worked as graphic 

designer, and this early professional experiences left a strong imprinting in his artistic vocabulary. He also 

became very respected and renown as professor at one of today most advanced art schools – Städelschule 

in Frankfurt – where he helped to many young artists to find their own artistic expression. His dedication not 

only to produce, but also to teach art, as well as his extreme intellectual generosity towards young 

generations are additional motivation to invite this historically important artist to realise a project in CoCA 

Torun and collaborate with young artists and students at the local art academy. 
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LORIS CECCHINI

- personal exhibition to be realised as a special site-specific project - 

Loris Cecchini (born 1969, lives and works in Prato, Italy and Beijing, China) is one of the most affirmed 

Italian artists of the younger generation who developed since the beginning of the ‘90s very articulated and 

coherent work which puts in dialogue visual art with the most experimental and visionary aspects of design 

and architecture. Referencing to some of the most advanced and daring architectonical visions which 

searched for the ways to connect natural and artificial environment, or experimented with light and mobile 

forms of architectonical structures, Cecchini developed his own formal vocabulary which enables us to 

experience and imagine our habitat as it might be in the future. Even if he often uses in his sculptural 

interventions and environmental installations hi-tech synthetic materials, the effect that he produces is never 

alienating or disrupting, on the contrary: even if very futuristic, his visions postulate always a harmonic 

relationship between body and the space, they trace subtle bonds between organic and synthetic world. 

Loris Cecchini creates large-scale architectonical models, which make us envision and sometimes even 

experience, habitats in which lightness and fluidity are main features. His “dwelling” structures are potentially 

mobile and often imagined in symbiosis with nature, just as ideal homes of modern nomads should be. 

In this sense his work pushes further those positivistic and constructive ideas originated by the architects like 

Buckminster Fuller, Superstudio and many others who imagined and projected spaces based on principles of 

ecology, sustainability and most of all of harmony with human physicality. Therefore his work is relevant, not 

only as a search of the possible new aesthetic of the space, but most of all as a quest about the relationship 

that our techno-advanced civilization will develop with the environment in the future. 

Exhibition of Loris Cecchini in CoCA Torun should be realized as a survey on his entire artistic production, 

with special focus on the most recent series of works in which he emphasizes even more evidently 

dichotomies such as organic / synthetic, real / unreal, functional / fictional, flawless / flawed… 

This exhibition should contribute to the broader promotion of the work of this artist in Poland, after his recent 

exhibitions in some of the leading international museums, such as: PS1 in New York (2006), Palais de Tokyo 

in Paris (2004, 2007), Centro per l’Arte Contemporanea Luigi Pecci in Prato (2009), Musée d’Art Moderne in 

Saint-Etienne Métropole (2010) among many others. 
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STUDIO + KITCHEN RENEWED! 

- collaborative project with young Swedish interior designers for the renovation of the space dedicated to the 

educational and workshop activities of CoCA - 

Located on the ground floor, STUDIO+KITCHEN is conceived as a space that id dedicated to meetings, 

music events and artistic actions. It is also a place for friends to meet informally. The first site-specific space 

of that type in Poland, it serves as the gallery’s community space which can function at the same time as a 

display of contemporary design. Dedicated in its entirety to local community, the room is open to every one. 

Educational facilities for children and the youth are also provided.

STUDIO+KITCHEN opened with the site-specific design made by one of the leading Polish designers, 

Tomek Rygalik. In June 2012 this space should assume new look and new profile, even if it’s character will 

tend to remain faithful to those features that make this space so precious and appreciated by the local 

community: openness, malleability, playfulness, cosiness, simplicity and comfort in different experimental 

programmes that it is offering: music sessions and video screenings, lectures and panels, cooking and food 

degustation, workshops for children and students and art lessons for the people of every age.

STUDIO + KITCHEN RENEWED! is the project that attempts to fill-in this space with new furniture and new 

contents. For this reason CoCA would like to join forces with one of the most advanced schools for the 

interior design – Konstfack from Stockholm – challenging it’s most talented master students to conceive 

furniture for the space: chairs and tables, libraries and display structures which will be able to give comfort 

and amuse our public.



Konstfack master-students works
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